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Tabbed for Standard Tuning
BPM: 155

Bbm  |G#  |F#  |G#

Verse 1

Bbm              G#           F#      G#
You re not gonna realize what you have until I m gone
Bbm        G#                 F#                      G#
Lead me to believe in all we are, but I,m not holding on to long 
Bbm         G#            F#                  G#                   Bbm
It hurts to give you anymore, my heart s been tracked across the floor 
              G#                      F#         G#
Still it s so hard for me to let you go

Bbm                  G#          F#            G#
Cause I remember the love that you and I want, ohh

Chorus

F#                   G#                    Bbm
Looking through my eyes, give me reasons why
              G#
I still wanna stand cause I m torn 
F#                 G#                 Bbm
Can we make it right, here s what is fine 
               C#               
I just need to know, cause I m torn

F#         G#                   Bbm
Torn up inside, but I ve got my pride
               C#                F#
If the love is gone, then let me know
     Fm
I m torn

Bbm  |G#  |F#  |G#

Verse 2

Bbm               G#                F#                   G#
How much more am I supposed to take, before the blood in me runs cold ?
Bbm                  G#               F#                 G#               
What can you do to help restore my faith, the emptiness invides my soul
Bbm          G#             F#                 G#              Bbm        
Can we get back all that we lost, and save our love before the fall 



        G#                     F#   G#
I still love you but I let you go, ohh

Chorus

F#                   G#                    Bbm
Looking through my eyes, give me reasons why
              G#
I still wanna stand cause I m torn 
F#                 G#                 Bbm
Can we make it right, here s what is fine 
               C#               
I just need to know, cause I m torn

F#         G#                   Bbm
Torn up inside, but I ve got my pride
               C#                F#
If the love is gone, then let me know
     Fm
I m torn

Bridge

G#
So give me some answers
              Bbm      F#
Cause I can t wait any longer now
G#
Tell me does it matter 
      Bbm        F#
If we try to get through this somehow 
G#             Bbm          F#          Fm
Oh, I need to know where you stand with me

Oh, I ve been so torn

Chorus

I m so torn

F  |G#  |Bbm  |G#
F  |G#  |Bbm  |C#

F#         G#                   Bbm
Torn up inside, but I ve got my pride
               C#                F#
If the love is gone, then let me know
     Fm
I m torn

F  |G#  |Bbm  |G#
F  |G#  |Bbm  |C#



F#                   G#                    Bbm
Looking through my eyes, give me reasons why
              G#
I still wanna stand cause I m torn 
F#                 G#                 Bbm
Can we make it right, here s what is fine 
               C#               
I just need to know, cause I m torn

F#         G#                   Bbm
Torn up inside, but I ve got my pride
               C#                F#
If the love is gone, then let me know
     Fm
I m torn

Outro

Bbm  |Bbm  |G#  |G#  |F#  |F#  |G#  |G#  x2 
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